
  THE CRYSTAL GUARDIANS 

The Crystal Guardians have played a large role in the care taking of this planet for a long time! Their 

presence surrounds each crystal with an electro-magnetic energy in which I refer to as light and love. 

There are many conscious over-lighted fields surrounding all of the Kingdoms on and within our 

planet such as in the Animal, Plant, Vegetable and also the Mineral & Crystal Kingdoms, just as we 

have many over-lighted Angels surrounding the Human Kingdom, which we can refer to as Guardian 

Angels. They all exist in one of the levels within the Angelic Hierarchy, as this is another kingdom as 

well. 

These beings are named The Crystal Guardians because of their responsibilities to the Earth, via the 

Mineral crystal Kingdom. They come in a vast range of colours, sizes and heights, ranging from 1-

2”inch all the way to 7-9 ft tall, depending on the size & vibration of the object they are over-lighting 

or working with; which crystals can range in all sizes as we know. There are many levels of 

consciousness within the Earth field known as Gaia and as all is light & energy, its the crystals that 

hold this as they are transmitters for all dimensions and planes. 

The Crystal Guardians have been waiting to emerge for a long time now. They’re from the Inner-

Earth realms and are wishing to show us an easier way to understand the Mineral & Crystal Kingdom 

on a new level which is in alignment with our new earth consciousness and its 5th dimension. 

They started appearing to me 20 years ago as beautiful lights that flashed faintly at first, but as time 

went on they became more visual with form and the only way to capture their image was to paint a 

picture of them. I never had any idea at the time of what they would be expressing or what they 

would be for until that chapter of the painting project was completed 15 years later.  

So after seeing these beautiful little light beings in my garden, around my house and mostly over the 

top of the crystals I had just started collecting, I start to paint them in watercolour to remember 

them by, they began to look more like a two dimensional style being, or a child’s painting, even 

though it was really their colours & energy vibration I tried to express as I couldn’t photograph them. 

I wanted to keep them in my memory and drawing or painting them was the best way. 

Beginning with the appearance of the first one Rosie, the pink Rose Qtz. Crystal Angel, then soon 

followed by Emma, the Emerald Crystal Angel, I realized they were both Heart crystals! More came 

along, Amy from the Amethyst crystal, as she appeared in purple light, above my Amethyst cluster at 

home. I thought I was seeing things at first as I saw them as light with my physical eyes, but my third 

eye saw them as beings when I tuned in. I realized a little family was being introduced, or a couple of 

families, then a community of them, as the time went on. More and more of them were showing up. 

Many coloured lights appeared so I kept painting them as I felt they were impressing me to do so. I 

called them Angels at first, as although they looked simular to fairies, their energies were very 

different, they didn’t frolic about, nor play and cause mischief, I found they were more still & quiet, 

calm & dutiful and had a stronger glow & purpose about them. They always seemed to be busy 

doing things, so I realized they had a role or a service to offer, then I discovered their individual true 

Guardianship. When I had brought through 33 of them, they started speaking to me via meditations 

more and said to stop painting them now and to look at them as a collective soul group and to look 

very carefully and deeply. Well...then I realized I had painted each one with an animal from the 

animal kingdom, a plant form the plant kingdom, a star constellation above them, a particular 



coloured robe and a different coloured pair of wings. I started looking up where these 33 crystals 

mainly grew around our globe and identified each crystal with that country. Also the particular 

animals and plants belonged to those countries as well. This was an amazing realization, as it all 

seemed to be in sync with each picture and with what was about to unfold.  

Amazing insights started to come forward as I began to meditate with each Crystal Guardian in 

which they gave me keys to journey inside the realms of Mother Earth. So then I visited the Central 

Earth, the middle earth and the inner earth and realized that there were the most beautiful crystal 

cities I’d ever seen inside the planet. As I followed the tunnels underneath the particular countries 

that on the surface had opened the portal for me, I started recognizing that a few of the Guardians 

belonged to each of these cities and this is shown through their wings being of the different colours, 

as I realized I had painted only 7 coloured wings altogether which were divided amongst the 32 

crystal guardians, all this happening 20 years ago.  

These crystal cities inter-connected inside Earth by pathways of light, linking all the cities through 

the tunnels in which as I travelled they would light up for me. After many journeys, I began drawing 

maps in which revealed massive star tetrahedrons, like an enormous merkabah grid system of light 

inside our beautiful abundant planet.  

The portals only opened when the appropriate star constellations above that country was directly 

aligned, this I had also drawn mysteriously in the paintings a long time ago. I wondered who these 

little beings where, why had they come to me and what were their visits all about. They said they are 

representing the children of the Light, in which there are 32 of them. Then I realized I had painted 

33, so why an extra one, I started to look into this more and noticed that all of these crystal beings 

have wings bar one of them, SolaRa Etta...whom was sitting on a throne, making her the 33rd. It 

dawned on me that she was a Queen of central Earth crystal city and the only one in that city thus 

far, her portal is in Australia as she over lights the Sunstone, connecting to with the solar plexus...of 

course, this was all starting to make sense now...but yet I had only uncovered a small portion of 

what still followed in this amazing story & is still unfolding day by day, as all the crystal guardians 

connected to with our chakras and the chakras of the planet. 

So now it is my gift to you, to bring these Blessed Crystal Guardians into your awareness; as I’m 

aware of the Love, Light and beautiful soothing energies they bring and only wish to share this with 

you as I feel they can help you along your wonderful journey too! Your journey to your Inner source 

light via pathways of love and consciousness! 

 I decided the best way to bring this knowledge out  to humanity was to create a set of oracle cards 

with all this work, as they will contain a beautiful vibration as you place them in your hands and near 

your heart, they will speak to you.  These cards are multi-dimensional in nature, meaning they can 

be used in many ways, according to what works best for you. You can choose to work with the cards 

through the Mineral Kingdom, or the Crystal Kingdom, for activations;  the Animal {Totem} Kingdom, 

for medicine wisdom;  the Plant Kingdom with its healing properties or the Starry & Cosmic Kingdom 

with its constellations and symbols of Light for directions as these cards are extremely accurate.  

The 33 Crystal Guardians come in a variety of colours as crystals do and represent the 33 chakras, 

which make up your new wing system as you are becoming a new human and being of light along 



with the planet and all her kingdoms. There are 33 sacred symbols in which are the keys to open the 

doors to the inner Earth realms for you to enter when you discover these codes hidden in the cards. 

They are Divine Inner-Earth beings of GAIA that are calling you to find your crystal self (Christ-el, 

meaning the Christ Angel) within. All the gems are within you. It is my incentive to help bridge these 

beautiful kingdoms on the Earth, so as we can all unite harmoniously and share a peaceful journey 

home, in love, together back to the One Heart. Therefore I hope the Crystal Guardians help people 

of all ages to be more familiar with the magnificent energies that are around them at all times! 

Especially with the mineral kingdom, our physical body relies on minerals. Only in this realization can 

we become the true Guardians of the Earth & Gaia, as this is what we came to this beautiful planet 

for. Earth truly is the Emerald jewel in the Father’s crown! 

The Crystal Guardians help to activate the energy of the crystals; they will keep the crystals clear and 

assist the crystals to hold their own light, during all times. They may impress upon the crystal keeper 

{which is you} an inspired idea or an important message, for example where to place the crystal in 

the home and for how long; when to move or clean the crystal; what healing you and other family 

members may need & how to benefit from them. 

Sometimes the Crystal Guardian may inspire you to travel with the crystal, take it to a special place 

as the Earth may upload codes into it for you; or you may be impressed to pass it on to another 

person as a gift of love, because it may heal them in some unknown way.  

If you are having trouble connecting or communicating with your own crystals, know that you can 

connect with the Guardian of that crystal. These enlightened colourful little Crystal Guardians will 

accompany a crystal to its new home, by cloaking or shielding it until it has arrived. Just as the 

Angels protect us as we move around, the Crystal Guardians protect the crystals at all times. They 

want you to be conscious of them as well, as they represent the over soul of each unique crystal. 

Enjoy their enlightened presence! 

 

By Michele Kingston 

Contact for Crystal Guardian readings, Guardian Angel channelled readings, Healings, sessions,  

Ascension Classes and meditation groups with the celestials of various Light councils.  

Available at The Divine Light Centre in Rye Ocean Beach, Vic        0409406446        

www.divinelightcentre.com 

cosmicangel@bigpond.com  
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